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Abstract

This paper extends the results on trade and welfare obtained in Ohyama(1972)
in the case of a traditional world economy with a �nite number of goods to the one of a
world economy over a discrete-time in�nite horizon with l1 , the space of all bounded
sequences, as the underlying commodity space. The case with l1 is a typical special
case of economies with in�nite number of goods. In this paper, it is shown that the
main results ottained in Ohyama(1972) still hold in the world economy over a discrete-
time in�nite horizon by following the method used in Ohyama(1972). It turns out that
Ohyama(1972)�s method is, indeed, very general in a sense that it also applies to more
general cases including economies with in�nitely many goods.

1 Introduction

Ohyama(1972) considers several propositions on trade and welfare in a simple traditional
world trade model with a �nite number of commodities from the viewpoint of general equi-
librium. It establishes a general result on trade and welfare based on Hicks-type welfare
criterion and it is applied to many situations including world free trade and world trade
with tari¤s and so on. One of the important concepts in Ohyama(1972) is a self �nancing
tari¤ scheme and one of the main results on trade and welfare is that world trade with
self-�nancing tari¤s is still better than autarky. There are also important results on terms
of trade improvement and price divergences, and on customs unions.
All of the results in Ohyama(1972) are obtained in a traditional world economy with a

�nite number of commodities. Since an in�nite horizon model is standard even in interna-
tional trade theory recently, it is quite important to establish the general result on trade
and welfare in such an in�nite horizon world economy as Ohyama(1972) did for a traditional

�This paper is prepared for the Memorial Conference for Prof. Ikema and Prof. Oyama held at Keio
University, Tokyo, Japan, November 18th 2019.
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�nite horizon world economy. Thus, the aim of this paper is to generalize these results to a
dynamic world economy over an discrete time in�nite horizon.1

In a traditional world economy with a �nite number of commodities, the interpretation
of a price of a good is quite simple. The value of a commodity bundle is expressed as an
inner product of a price vector and the commodity bundle in a �nite dimensional vector
space so that a value of a good is the corresponding coordinate of the price vector.2 In a
world economy with an in�nite number of commodities, although the value of a commodity
bundle is expressed as an inner product of a price vector and the commodity bundle in an
in�nite dimensional vector space, a value of a good may be zero even the corresponding price
vector is non-zero.3 Thus the interpretation of a price of good in this case is quite di¤erent
to the �nite dimensional case even where the value of a commodity bundle is expressed as
an inner product of a price vector and a commodity bundle. When the price vector is chosen
from l1, a value of a good is the corresponding coordinate of the price vector as in the �nite
dimensional case.4

In this paper, it is shown that, as long as the price vector is chosen from l1, the basic
results of Ohyama(1972) obtained in a simple traditional world trade economy with a �nite
number of goods are extended to the one in a dynamic world economy over a discrete-time
in�nite horizon with l1 as the commodity space.5

This paper is organized as followed. Next section constructs a basic competitive model
for the following arguments of this paper. Then section 3 establishes the main result of trade
and welfare based on Hick type welfare criterion and considers the situation with net tari¤
revenue. Section 4 discusses the terms of trade improvement and price divergence. Section
5 considers the welfare aspect of customs unions and focuses on tari¤-compensated customs
union. The �nal section picks up several issues relating the topics treated in this paper. The
Appendix is for mathematical notes and notations used in this paper.

2 Model

Consider a country in a dynamic world trade economy over a discrete-time in�nite horizon
with l1 as the commodity space. At each period, there is a given and constant number of

1For this purpose, this paper uses l1, the space of all bounded sequences of l-dimensional vectors, as the
underlying commodity space and ba, the space of all bounded and �nitely additive measures on l1 as the
general price space, where the innner product p � x of p 2 ba and x 2 l1 is well-de�ned. Note that l1; the
set of summeble sequences, is a proper subset of ba. See Appentix.

2The innner product p �x of p = (p1; � � � ; pl) and x = (x1; � � � ; xl) is just equal to
lP
i=1

pixi so that the price

of good i = pi is followed by pi = p � ei for ei = (0; � � � ; 1; � � � ; 0) i = 1; � � � ; l.
3In the case of l1, some of price vectors in ba such as the Banach limit, has this property. In general,

Yoshida-Hewitt Theorem says that a vector in ba is decomposed uniquely to summable l1 part and pfa,
purely �nitely additive part, where the latter has this property. For p = (pt)1t=0 2 l1; the inner product
p � x =

1P
t=0
pt � xt for x = (xt)1t=0 2 l1, so that the price of good i at time t becomes pti for i = 1; � � � ; l;

t = 0; 1; � � � ;.
4To �nd an equilibrium price in l1, it is important to assume that the production set is a convex cone and

satis�es so-called exclusion condition, which implies that the proction process is always possible to be shut
down at any time. See Bewley(1972), Prescott-Lucas(1972), and Storky-Lucas(1989) for details. Also for the
existence of such world free trade equilibrium with Grandmond-McFadden type domestic income transfers,
see Kubota(2018).

5Although the general price space is ba, we restrict the prices belonging to l+1 to make the price of a good
meaningful. Note that some of the following de�nition, propositions, theorems, and corollary still hold even
with prices in ba.
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l goods. Let Y denote the aggregate production set of the country, so that Y =
FX
f=1

Y f ,

where Y f is the production set of the �rm f .6 The consumption set for each consumer in
this country is assumed to be l+1, the non-negative orthant of l1, i.e., the set of bounded
sequences of l-dimensional vectors. We also assume that consumer h has a complete pre-
ordered preference Rh on l+1.

7 Let x and y be a vector of l+1 and a vector of Y denoted
the aggregate consumption bundle and the aggregate production of the country. When xh

is a consumption vector of consumer h and yf is a production vector of �rm f , x =
HX
h=1

xh

and y =
FX
f=1

yf . A negative(positive) coordinate of y denotes input(output). Let z be the

aggregate excess demand vector or net import vector, i.e., z = x � y � !, where !(2 l+1)

=
HX
h=1

!h is the aggregate initial endowment vector of the country and !h(2 l+1) is the initial

endowment vector for consumer h.
Let q = (qt)1t=1(2 l+1 ) be a price vector prevailing in the world market. Let p = (pt)1t=1(2

l+1 ); pr = (p
t
r)
1
t=1(2 l+1 ), and pc = (ptc)1t=1(2 l+1 ) be a general domestic price vector, domestic

production price vector, and domestic consumption price vector, respectively, prevailing in
the domestic market of the country. Let tti; r

t
i ; and c

t
i be the ad valorem rate of tari¤ to the

import of good i; the ad valorem rate of subsidy on the production of good i; and the ad
valorem rate of tax to the consumption of good i, at time t = 0; 1; � � � . Then, pti = (1+ tti)qti ;
ptri = (1 + rti)p

t
i; and p

t
ci = (1 + cti)p

t
i for i = 1; ; � � � ; l; t = 0; 1; � � � . Note that when the

good i at time t is imported(exported), i.e., zti > (<)0, t
t
i > 0 means an import tari¤(export

subsidy) and tti < 0 means an import subsidy(export tari¤). When T
t; Rt; and Ct are the

diagonal matrices of the ad valorem rates of tti; r
t
i ; and c

t
i, respectively, t = 0; 1; � � � , then,

pt = qt(I + T t), ptr = p
t(I + Rt); and ptc = p

t(I + Ct), respectively, t = 0; 1; � � � . Note that
once T t; Rt; and Ct are given by the government of the country, respectively, t = 0; 1; � � � ,
a corresponding domestic production price vector pr = (ptr)

1
t=1(2 l+1 ) and a corresponding

domestic consumption price vector pc = (ptc)
1
t=1(2 l+1 ) are known easily from a general

domestic price vector p = (pt)1t=1(2 l+1 ). Also when T;R; and C are the in�nite dimensional
diagonal block matrices whose diagonal blocks are given by T t; Rt; and Ct, t = 0; 1; � � � ,
then, p = q(I + T), pr = p(I + R);and pc = p(I + C), respectively.8 Of course, if there
are no domestic taxes or subsidies on production and consumption, p is equal to the price
vector that the producers and consumers face. If, further, there are no tari¤s and subsidies
on international trade, p is also equal to q. The consumers and the producers in the country
are assumed to behave competitively as taking the prices as given.

De�nition (2-1) A competitive trade equilibrium with income transfers for the country is
a vector (xh; yf ; p)H;Fi=1;f=1 = (ex; ey; p) with p 2 l+1 nf0g satisfying

(i) x0h 2 Ph(xh) implies pc � x0h(=
1P
t=1

ptc � xt0h) > pc � xh(=
1P
t=1

ptc � xth); h = 1; � � � ; H:9

6Note that to make sure that the equilibrium price is from l1, Y f need to be a convex cone with the
vertex as the origin as in Bewley(1972). This condition is cstandard in traditional world trade models such
as Ricardian model and Heckscher-Ohlin model.

7Strict preference from this Rh is denoted by Ph.
8See Apendix for these concepts.
9Here we assume an implicit but feasible lump-sum income transfers over the consumers in the country
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(ii) y0f 2 Y f implies pr � y0f (=
1P
t=1

ptr � yt0f ) � pr � yf (=
1P
t=1

ptr � ytf ); f = 1; � � � ; F:10

(iii) q � (x� y � !) = 0 or q � z = 0:

De�nition (2-2) A competitive equilibrium with income transfers under autarky for the
country is a vector (xh; yf ; p)H;Fi=1;f=1 = (ex; ey; p) with p 2 l+1 nf0g, when (iii) in the
above is replaced with following (iii)0:

(iii)0 (x� y � !) 5 0; p � (x� y � !) = 0, or z 5 0; p � z = 0.

Note that (iii) is the trade balance condition as the budget constraint for the entire
country. On the other hand, (iii)0 is the standard recourse constraint for the county with
the free good condition.11 Also all government revenue is assumed to be redistributed over
the consumers in some lump-sum way.

3 A General Theorem on Welfare Comparison

The aim of this section is to generalize the general result on trade and welfare obtained in
Ohyama(1972) in traditional world trade economy with a �nite number of goods to the one
in a dynamic world trade economy over a discrete-time in�nite horizon.
Consider two di¤erent situation S 0 and S 00.12 Let (ex0; ey0; p0) and ( ex00; ey00; p00) be an com-

petitive equilibrium with income transfers under situation S 0 and one under situation S 00.
We use Hicks type welfare criterion as our welfare criterion and de�ned as following:

De�nition (3-1) ex00 is non-inferior to ex0; denoted by ex00Rex0, if p00c � x00(= HX
h=1

p00c � x00h) =

p00c � x0(=
HX
h=1

p00c � x0h) holds.

Then the following result holds.

Proposition (3-1) Suppose that the consumers satisfy the local non-satiation condition.13

If ex00 is non-inferior to ex0, ex00 is better to ex0 in the sense of Hicks, i.e., ex00 can not be
Pareto dominated by ex0.

in s sense that the sum of all lump-sum income transfers and subsidies is zero so that the total income is
equal to the total expenditure as expressed in (iii).
10When Y f is a convex cone with the vertex as the origin so sa to make sure that the equilibrium price is

from l1, its pro�s is 0 and hence pr � yf (=
1P
t=1
ptr � ytf ) = 0 holds.

11When we compare two trade situations, the consumption set of the consumers is assumed to be unchanged
and equal to l+1. When we compare one trade situation and one under autarky, the consumption set of
the consumers may be expanded from the autarky situation to trade situation since some goods may be
available under world trade. To make the argument simple, it may be assumed that even in this situation,
the consumption sets are still same as and equal to l+1.
12Followings are some example of S0 and S00 : S0 is the situation under autarky and S00 is the one under

free trade, or S0 is the situation under free trade and S00 is the one under trade with tari¤s, and so forth.
13The local non-satiationn condition for a consumer h is following : 9(x0hn)1n=1 such that x0hn Phx0h for

n = 1; 2; � � � and x0hn ! x0h(n!1) uniformly, i.e., jjx0hn ! x0hjj1 ! 0(n!1). When each good at aech
time is desirable, this local-non-satiation condition holds.
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Proof Suppose that ex00 is Pareto dominated by ex0 so that x0hRhx00h for h = 1; � � � ; H and
x0kP kx00k for some k. (i) implies p00c � x0k > p00c � x00k for this k. From the local non-
satiation condition, 9(x0hn)1n=1 such that x0hn ! x0h(n!1) uniformly and x0hn P hx0h
for n = 1; 2; � � � so that (i) and the transitivity of preferences imply p00c � x0hn > p00c � x00h
for n = 1; 2; � � � . Since any element of ba is continuous with respect to the uniform
convergence on l1 and l1 is a subset of ba, p00c � x0hn ! p00c � x0h(n ! 1) and hence

p00c � x0h = p00c � x00h for h = 1; � � � ; H. Then summing these inequality ends up with
HX
h=1

p00c �x0h >
HX
h=1

p00c �x00h, which is a contradiction to
HX
h=1

p00c �x00h =
HX
h=1

p00c �x0h followed from

the non-inferiority of ex00 over ex0. Q:E:D:
Suppose that the situation S 00 is the one under world trade. As in Ohyama(1972), p00c �

(x00 � x0) = p00c �
HX
h=1

(x00h � x0h) is decomposed into several meaningful parts. From the

de�nitions of p00t = q00t(I + T 00t); p00tr = p00t(I + R00t); and p00tc = p00t(I + Ct), t = 0; 1; � � � , it
follows that p00tr = q

00t(I + T 00t)(I +
00 Rt);and p00tc = q

00t(I + T 00t)(I +C 00t), t = 0; 1; � � � . Then,
for t = 0; 1; � � � ;

p00tc � (x00t � x0t) = q00t(I + T 00t)(I + C 00t) � [(z00t + y00t + !00t)� (z0t + y0t + !0t)]
= q00t � (z00t � z0t) + q00t � T 00t � (z00t � z0t) + q00t(I + T 00t)C 00t � (x00t � x0t)
+ q00t(I + T 00t)[(y00t � y0t) + (!00t � !0t)]:

Since q00t(I + T 00t) = p00t = p00tr � p00tR00t, for t = 0; 1; � � � ,

p00tc � (x00t � x0t) = q00t(I + T 00t)(I + C 00t) � [(z00t + y00t + !00t)� (z0t + y0t + !0t)]
= q00t � (z00t � z0t) + q00t � T 00t � (z00t � z0t) + p00tC 00t � (x00t � x0t) + p00tR00t � (y0t � y00t)
+ p00tr � (y00t � y0t) + p00t � (!00t � !0t)];

follows for t = 0; 1; � � � :Thus, summing over t gives rise to
1P
t=1

p00tc � (x00t � x0t) = p00c � (x00 � x0)

=
1P
t=1

q00t(I + T 00t)(1 + C 00t) � [(z00t + y00t + !00t)� (z0t + y0t + !0t)]

=
1P
t=1

q00t � (z00t � z0t) +
1P
t=1

q00t � T 00t � (z00t � z0t) +
1P
t=1

p00tC 00t � (x00t � x0t)

+
1P
t=1

p00tR00t � (y0t � y00t) +
1P
t=1

p00tr � (y00t � y0t) +
1P
t=1

p00t � (!00t � !0t)];

Thus,

p00c � (x00 � x0) = q00(I+T00)(1 +C00) � [(z00 + y00 + !00)� (z0 + y0 + !0)]
= q00 � (z00 � z0) + q00 �T00 � (z00 � z0) + p00C00 � (x00 � x0)
+ p00R00 � (y0 � y00) + p00r � (y00 � y0) + p00 � (!00 � !0)]

follows. From this expression, the general theorem on trade and welfare obtained in Ohyama(1972)
in traditional world trade economy with a �nite number of goods is extended to the one in
a dynamic world trade economy over an in�nite horizon.
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Theorem (3-1) Suppose that the following condition holds:q00 � (z00� z0) + q00T 00 � (z00� z0) +
p00C 00 � (x00� x0)+ p00R00 � (y0� y00)+ p00r � (y00� y0)+ p00 � (!00�!0)] = 0. Then ex00Rex0, i.e.,ex00 is non-inferior to ex0.

Proof Straightforward from the de�nition of welfare criterion and the above equation.
Q:E:D:

When the �rst term is positive, i.e., q00 � z00(= 0) > q00 � z0 holds, the revealed preference
argument implies that the gains are obtained from situation S 0 to S 00. Also the the �rst term
also captures the terms of trade change e¤ect since q00 � z00 = q0 � z0 = 0 implies q00 � (z00� z0) =
q00 � (�z0) = (q00� q0) � (�z0). The second, third, and the fourth terms express the gains in the
government�s net revenue arising from tari¤s, one from taxes and subsidies from consumption
and one from taxes and subsidies from production, when q00 = q0;T00 = T0;C00 = C0;R00 = R0

hold. The last two terms are the gain in producers�pro�ts and the one in the income from
initial endowment changes, respectively, when p00 = p0 and p00r = p

0
r hold.

Consider that there is no changes in the initial endowments and the production set
between situations S 0 and S 00. Then, the pro�t maximization condition implies p00r � (y00 �
y0) + p00 � (!00 � !0) = p00r � (y00 � y0) = 0. Thus if q00 � (z00 � z0) + q00T00 � (z00 � z0) + p00C00 � (x00 �
x0)+p00R00 � (y0�y00) = 0 holds, the condition in the theorem holds. Thus the following result
is obtained.

Corollary (3-1) Suppose that there is no taxes and subsidies on consumptions and pro-
ductions and no changes in the initial endowments and in the production set between
situations S 0 and S 00. When the condition, q00 � (z00 � z0) + q00T00 � (z00 � z0) = 0, holds,ex00Rex0, i.e., ex00 is non-inferior to ex0.

De�ne free trade as a situation with T = C = R = 0 and trade restricted by tari¤s as a
trade situation with sign(tti) = sign(z

t
i) for i = 1; � � � ; l; t = 0; 1; � � � . Then Corollary (3-1)

gives rise to the following basic results on trade and welfare.

Theorem (3-2) Suppose that there is no changes in the initial endowments and the pro-
duction sets. Then,

(1) free trade is not inferior to autarky.

(2) Trade restricted by tari¤s is not inferior to autarky.

Proof Since free trade means T00(= C00 = R00) = 0 , the condition in the corollary becomes
q00 � (z00� z0) = �q00 � z0 = 0. Then (1) follows from q00 = 0 and z0 5 0 under autarky. As
to (2), note that the condition in the corollary in this case becomes q00T00 �z00�p00 �z0 = 0.
Since trade restricted by tari¤s implies ttiz

t
i = 0; for i = 1; � � � ; l; t = 0; 1; � � � ; and hence

T 00tzt = 0 for t = 0; 1; � � � , or T00z00 holds, q00 = 0 implies q00T00 � z00 = 0. Since p00 = 0
and z0 5 0 under autarky imply p00 � z0 5 0 holds. Thus, the desired condition holds
which implies (2). Q:E:D:

Note that any restricted trade with tari¤s does not include any trade subsidies. When
some trade subsidies are allowed, ttiz

t
i = 0 may not holds for time i = 1; � � � ; l and for some

t = 0; 1; � � � . Thus, T 00tzt = 0 may not hold for some t = 0; 1; � � � , and hence T00z00 = 0 may
not holds. Then even with q00 = 0, q00T00 � z00 = 0 may not hold. When some trade subsidies
are also allowed besides tari¤s, the following is used.14

14Trade subsidies are treated as negative tari¤s.
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De�nition (3-1) A scheme of trade tari¤s is called self-�nancing when qT � z = 0 holds.

Under self-�nancing trade tari¤s, (2) of Theorem (3-2) is extended as follows. The original
result is obtained by Ohyama(1972) in a traditional world trade economy with a �nite number
of goods. The following result is its extension to the one in a dynamic world trade economy
over a discrete-time in�nite horizon.

Theorem (3-3) Suppose that there is no taxes and subsidies on consumptions and produc-
tions and no changes in the initial endowments and the production sets, and that the
autarky price is non-negative. Then, trade with self-�nancing tari¤s is not inferior to
autarky.

Proof Note that in this case the condition in Corollary (3-1) becomes q00T00 � z00�p00 � z0 = 0.
Since trade with self-�nancing tari¤s implies q00T00 �z00 = 0 and p00 = 0 and z0 5 0 under
autarky imply p00 � z0 5 0, the desired condition holds which implies the result. Q:E:D:

4 The Terms of Trade Improvement and Price Diver-
gence

Let q0 and q00 be two external price vectors under two di¤erent trade situations, S 0 and
S 00. Suppose that there are no tari¤s and no domestic taxes and subsidies in these both
situations.

De�nition (4-1) q00 is said to be a terms of trade improvement relative to q0 if (q00�q0)�z0(=
q00 � z0) < 0.

The following is immediate from Corollary (3-1).

Theorem (4-1) Suppose that there is no changes in the initial endowments and free trade
prevails under the new trade situation. Then, a terms of trade improvement is not
inferior to the country.

Proof T00 = C00 = R00 = 0 and !00 = !0 implies that the condition for welfare improvement
in Corollary (3-1) becomes q00 � (z00 � z0) = �q00 � z0 = 0, which follows from the terms
of trade improvement. Q:E:D:

Next consider the price divergence of two external prices under two trade situations from
the autarky price. To make commodity-wise price comparison meaningful, the prices are

restricted to satisfy its sum equal to 1; i.e.,
1P
t=1

pt =
1P
t=1

lP
i=1

pti = 1. Notice that some of non-

zero prices from ba have zero value at each good of each period and it is quite uninteresting to
use these prices for commodity-wise price comparison. Thus it is important to �nd l1�prices
for commodity-wise price comparison. This is one of aspects di¤erent from classical trade
model with a �nite number of goods.
Let p0 be a price under autarky. De�ne �0ti and �

00t
i as q

0t
i = (1 + �

0t
i )p

0t
i ; q

00t
i = (1 + �

00t
i )p

0t
i

for i = 1; � � � ; l; t = 0; 1; � � � . Similarly, let �0t and �00t for t = 0; 1; � � � ; be two (l � l)
diagonal matrices whose i- the diagonal elements are �0ti and �

00t
i i = 1; � � � ; l. Then q0t = (I+

�0t)p0t; q00
t
= (I + �00t)p0t for t = 0; 1; � � � . Moreover, let �0 and �00 be two in�nite dimensional

diagonal matrices whose t- the diagonal block matrices are �0t and �00t; t = 0; 1; � � � . Then
q0 = (I+ �0)p0; q00 = (I+ �00)p0.
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De�nition (4-2) q00 is said to diverge more than q0 from p0 if �00ti = �0ti for �
0t
i > 0 and

�00ti 5 �0ti for �0ti < 0 with strict inequality for at least one i and t either for �00ti = �0ti or
�00ti 5 �0ti .

This means that if a commodity is imported(exported) after opening of trade, its price
is lower(higher) than the one under autarky. Note that the concept of price divergence is a
binary relation of the price vectors which is de�ned relative to the autarky price vector p0 ,
and is denoted by q00 � q0.
Let introduce the assumption based on the law of comparative advantage:

Assumption (A) �0ti < (>)0 for z
0t
i > (>)0 for i = 1; � � � ; l; t = 0; 1; � � � .15

This means that if a good is imported(exported) after opening to world trade, its price
after trade is lower(higher) than the one under autarky.

Theorem (4-2) Suppose that Assumption (A) holds and that there is no change in the
endowments of the economy. Suppose also that free trade prevails under S 00as well as
under S 0. Then if q00 � q0 holds, S 00 is not inferior to S 0.

Proof If the condition q00 � (z00 � z0) + q00T00 � (z00 � z0) = 0 holds, Corollary (3-1) impliesex00Rex0. Since free trade prevails under S 00, T00 = 0. Thus, it is enough to establish
q00 � (z00 � z0) = �q00 � z0 = 0 for the result from balanced trade condition, q0 � z0 = 0.
Since q00 � z0 = q00 � z0 � q0� z0 = [(I+ �00)p0 � z0 � [(I+ �0)p0 � z0] = (�00 � �0)p0 � z0, and

q00 � q0 and Assumption (A) implies �00ti 5 (=)�0ti < (>)0 for z0ti > (<)0 with strict

inequality for at least one i and t, [�00 � �0]p0 � z0 =
1P
t=1

lP
i=1

(�00ti � �0ti )p0ti � z0ti = q00 � z0 < 0 and

hence �q00 � z0 > 0 hold. Q:E:D:
Consider three situation, S 00; S 0; as well as S. Note that S need not to be the autarky

situation. Denote q = (I+ �)p0 as for q00 and q0.

Lemma (4-1) The price diversion relation � is transitive,i.e., q00 � q0; q0 � q ) q00 � q.

Proof From q0 � q; �
t

i > 0 ) �0ti = �
t

i > 0 and �
t

i < 0 ) �0ti 5 �
t

i < 0. Similarly, from
q00 � q0; �0ti > 0 ) �00ti = �0ti > 0 and �

0t
i < 0 ) �00ti 5 �0ti < 0. Thus, �

t

i > 0 ) �00ti =
�0ti = �

t

i > 0 and �
t

i < 0) �00ti 5 �0ti 5 �
t

i < 0 hold and hence q
00 � q follows. Q:E:D:

Suppose that similar condition as of Assumption (A) holds at S. �ti < (>)0 for z
t
i > (<)0

for i = 1; � � � ; l; t = 0; 1; � � � . Since Theorem (4-2) and this condition imply that q0 � q )ex0Rex. Similarly, Theorem (4-2) and Assumption (A) imply that q00 � q0 ) ex00Rex0. Then
q00 � q0 implies q00 � q from Lemma (4-1) so that ex00Rex holds from Theorem (4-2) and the
condition. Thus as long as changes are occurred though price divergence �, R is transitive
under the condition on the law of comparative advantage.
De�ne the set Q(q; p0) = fq : q � qg [ fqg. This is the set of world price vectors

which diverge more from q. Note that since � is transitive from Lemma (4-1), q00 � q0 and
q0 2 Q(q; p0) imply q00 � q and hence q00 2 Q(q; p0). Also q00 � q implies ex00Rex, and hence
q00 2 Q(q; p0) implies ex00Rex.
15Since there are an in�nite number of goods, it may be di¢ cult to hold Assumption (A). When �0z0 =P1
t=0 �

0tz0t < 0 holds, it may be said that the theory of comparative advantage holds on average according
to Deardor¤(1980).
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Now consider the relation between price divergence and terms of trade improvement.
Suppose that q0 � z < 0 and q00 � z < 0. This means that q0 and q00 represent terms of trade
improvement relative to S. Suppose further that q00 �z < q0 �z holds. This situation is de�ned
as follows.

De�nition (4-3) The degree of terms of trade improvement is called greater at S 00 than at
S 0 if q00 � z < q0 � z < 0 holds.

It is interesting to �nd out when greater price divergence implies greater terms of trade
improvement. Let introduce the assumption that the law of comparative advantage holds
over Q(q; p0), i.e., Assumption (A) holds for any q0 2 Q(q; p0). This is a generalization of
Assumption (A) and (B).

Assumption (B) �0ti < (>)0 for z0ti > (<)0 for i = 1; � � � ; l; t = 0; 1; � � � , where z0ti is the
component of net import vector z associated with q0 2 Q(q; p0).

Then q 2 Q(q; p0) implies the above condition. Also since q0 2 Q(q; p0) implies q0 � q

and hence �
t

i > 0) �0ti (= �
t

i) > 0 and �
t

i < 0) �0ti (5 �
t

i) < 0 hold, z
0t
i 5 (=)0 for zti 5 (=)0

for i = 1; � � � ; l; t = 0; 1; � � � hold from Assumption (B). Thus, trade pattern is unchanged
from S 0 from S. Then the following result holds.

Theorem (4-3) Under Assumption (B), q00; q0 2 Q(q; p0) and q00 � q0 imply q00�z < q0�z < 0.

Proof Since Assumption (B) implies �0ti < (>)0 for zti > (<)0 for i = 1; � � � ; l; t = 0; 1; � � � ,
as mentioned above, q0 � z = q0 � z� q � z = [(I+ �0)p0 � z� (I+ �)p0 � z] = (�0� �)p0 � z =
1P
t=1

lP
i=1

(�0ti � �
t

i)p
0t
i � z0ti implies q0 � z = (�0� �)p0 � z < 0. Since q00 � z = q00 � z� q � z = [(I+

�00)p0 �z�(I+ �)p0 �z] = (�00��)p0 �z, q00 �z�q0 �z = (�00��0)p0 �z =
1P
t=1

lP
i=1

(�00ti ��0ti )p0ti �z0ti .

Since �0ti < (>)0 for zti > (<)0 for i = 1; � � � ; l; t = 0; 1; � � � and q00 � q0 imply
�00ti 5 (=)�0ti < (>)0 for zti > (<)0 for i = 1; � � � ; l; t = 0; 1; � � � , so that q00 � z � q0 � z =

(�00 � �0)p0 � z =
1P
t=1

lP
i=1

(�00ti � �0ti )p0ti � z0ti < 0 or q00 � z < q0 � z. Thus, q00 � z < q0 � z < 0
holds. Q:E:D:

Note that the converse does not necessarily hold. It may happen that terms of trade
improvement occur even without greater price divergence. Thus, it is interesting to �nd out
when the converse holds. Consider a subset Q of Q(q; p0) where q00; q0 2 Q implies either
q00 � q0 or q0 � q00. Note that there exist many of such sets. The converse holds on Q.

Proposition (4-1) Suppose that there is no change in the endowment of the country. Sup-
pose also that free trade prevails in both S 00 and S 0. Then, under Assumption (C), if
q00 � z < q0 � z < 0 holds for q00; q0 2 Q, q00 � q0 holds.

Proof Since q00; q0 2 Q implies either q00 � q0 or q0 � q00, Q � Q(q; p0) implies q00 � q0 � q or
q0 � q00 � q hold. Since q0 � q00 � q and Assumption (B) implies q0 � z < q00 � z < 0 from
Theorem (4-3), which is a contradiction to q00 � z < q0 � z < 0. Thus, q00 � q0 � q holds.
Q:E:D:
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Thus, greater terms of trade improvement occurs only from greater price divergence for
q00; q0 2 Q, and hence both are equivalent over Q. Note that although q0 � z < 0 and q00 � z < 0
imply that both of S 00 and S 0 are not inferior to S from Theorem (4-1), it is unclear which is
not inferior to the other between S 00 and S 0. But when greater terms of trade improvement
occurs over Q, it is a desirable change in welfare. Thus it becomes clear which is not inferior
to the other between S 00 and S 0 when greater terms of trade improvement occurs over Q

Theorem (4-4) Suppose that there is no change in the endowment of the country. Suppose
also that free trade prevails in both S 00 and S 0. Then, under Assumption (B), if q00 �z <
q0 � z < 0 holds for q00; q0 2 Q, ex00Rex0(Rex).

Proof Since Proposition (4-1) implies q00 � q0 � q holds for q00; q0 2 Q, Theorem (4-2)
implies ex00Rex0(Rex). Q:E:D:

Thus, Theorem (4-4) imply that when our attention is restricted on Q, greater terms of
trade improvement gives rise to welfare gain since it is given by greater price divergence from
Proposition (4-1).

5 The Customs Unions Issue

This section considers customs unions issue. One of important results in Ohyama(1972) is
relating to this issue. The customs unions abolish all tari¤s among the member countries,
and it sets up common external tari¤ to the non-member countries. The basic argument is
to treat customs union as one country as treated before so that income redistributions in
customs union are performed even over members countries.
Suppose that there are N countries in the world and K(< N) countries formed a customs

union. Let S 0 and S 00 represent the pre-union and the post-union situations. Suppose that
there is no domestic taxes and subsidies before and after the union. Then applying Corollary
(3-1) gives rise to the following result.

Proposition (5-1) If the condition (q0 � q00)
PK

k=1 z
0
k + q

00T 00(
PK

k=1 z
00
k �

PK
k=1 z

0
k) = 0 is

satis�ed, the post-union situation is not inferior to the pre-union situation for the
customs union as a whole.

Proof Since the member countries of the customs union is considered as one country owing
to the income distributions coordinations among member countries in the post union
situation, Corollary (3-1) implies this result once !0 and !00 are replaced with

PK
k=1 !

0
k

and
PK

k=1 !
00
k , respectively, where !

0
k and !

00
k are the k-th country�s initial endowments

under the pre-union and the post-union. Q:E:D:

Next consider a special type of the customs union which is called a tari¤-compensating
customs union in Ohyama(1972).

De�nition (5-1) A customs union is called tari¤-compensating if its common external tar-
i¤s is set to keep same the volume and composition of the net trade with the rest of
the world before forming the union.

This means that
PK

k=1 z
00
k =

PK
k=1 z

0
k holds at the post-union situation. Then the following

result is obtained from Proposition (5-1).
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Theorem (5-1) A tari¤-compensating customs union is not inferior to the pre-union situ-
ation for the customs union as a whole.

Proof Since

(q0 � q00)
XK

k=1
z0k + q

00T00(
XK

k=1
z00k �

XK

k=1
z0k)

= (q0 � q00)
XK

k=1
z0k + q

00T00(
XK

k=1
z0k �

XK

k=1
z0k)

= (q0 � q00)
XK

k=1
z0k = q

0
XK

k=1
z0k � q00

XK

k=1
z0k

= q0
XK

k=1
z0k � q00

XK

k=1
z00k = 0

holds, the condition in the above Proposition (5-1) holds with equality.Q:E:D:

Note �rst that since the non-member countries can have the same consumption bundles
of the pre-union even after the post-union, a tari¤-compensating customs union does not
hurt the non-member countries. Therefore, it is also bene�cial for the world as a whole.
Kemp-Wan(1976) and Griolis(1981) also established the similar result. They use q0 as

q00, and p00 � q0 as q00T 00, where p00 is the common free trade price vector in the union.
Thus, in Kemp-Wan(1976) and Griolis(1981), the condition necessary to be shown holds
with equality as in the above proposition.16 One di¤erence between Kemp-Wan(1976) and
Griolis(1981) is the way to �nd p00. To create a tari¤-compensating customs union with its
union free trade price vector p00, Kemp-Wan(1976) uses 2nd fundamental theorem of welfare
economics with using as its aggregate initial endowment adding (�

PK
k=1 z

0
k) to

PK
k=1 !k.

Then they set the di¤erence of p00 � q0 as q00T 00. On the other hand, Griolis(1981) uses
Grandmond-McFadden(1972)�s existence theorem of gain from free trade to get the same
result. Another di¤erence between Kemp-Wan(1976) and Griolis(1981) is that the former
need income distribution over member countries but the latter need only income distribution
policy within each country.

6 Conclusion

Although Ohyama(1972) argued trade and welfare in a traditional Arrow-Debreu framework
with a �nite number of goods, the method used there is also applicable to a Bewley frame-
work with an in�nite number of goods. In this sense, Ohyama(1972)�s method is indeed
very general. Since an in�nite horizon model is standard even in international trade theory
as well as international �nance recently, it is quite important to establish the general result
on trade and welfare in such an in�nite horizon world economy as Ohyama(1972) did for a
traditional �nite horizon world economy. The main aim of this paper is at this point. Since
an economy with the discrete-time in�nite horizon case is a special case of economies with
in�nite dimensional commodity spaces, trade and welfare argument done in this paper fol-
lowing Ohyama(1972) will be applicable to more general economies with in�nite dimensional
commodity spaces.17

Also it is important to remind that the concept of price system is a little di¤erent in
an in�nite horizon economy from the one in a traditional �nite horizon economy. In order

16Since the 1st term is q0�q00 = q0�q0 = 0 and the 2nd term is
PK

k=1 z
00
k�
PK

k=1 z
0
k =

PK
k=1 z

0
k�
PK

k=1 z
0
k =

0, the above equation holds with equality.
17See for example, Aliprantis-Brown-Birkinshaw(1989), MasColell-Zame(1991) and Becker-Boyd(1997) for

the analysis of economies with in�nite dimansional commoditiy spaces.
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to make price comparison meaningful in an in�nite horizon economy, it is important to get
summable price.18 For this purpose, the conditions such as discounting future and stoppable
production process at anytime are important, but these conditions did not appear in a
traditional economy with a �nitely many goods.
In Ohyama(1972), there is also a result on trade and welfare though economic growth.

Even an economic growth occurs in a traditional �nite horizon world trade economy, it is
possible to treat it in Rl. However, when economic growth occurs at a positive growth
rate in an in�nite horizon world trade economy, consumption paths and production paths
become unbounded so that they are not in l1.19 Since this paper uses l1 as the commodity
space, any argument on economic growth are not picked up. Since long-run growth is also
an important topics in an in�nite horizon world trade economy, it is desirable to extend the
results obtained in this paper to the ones in an in�nite horizon growing world trade economy.

Appendix : Mathematical Notes
Let sl be the Cartesian product �1t=1R(t) with R(t) = R

l 8t 2 N .20 l1; a subset of sl,
is de�ned as fz 2 sl : sup1�t<1 jjztjj = jjzjj1 < 1g, where jjzjj1 = sup1�t<1 jjztjj is called
a supnorm. l1 is also a subset of s, de�ned as fz 2 sl :

P1
t=1 jjztjj = jjzjj1 < 1g, where

jjzjj1 =
P1

t=1 jjztjj is called a l1�norm. l1 is considered as a general price space including
present value expression of price sequences such as one using an constant interest rate. For
z2 l1, z(t) = (z1; � �; zt; 0; � �) is the head of z after t 2 N and bz(t) = (0; � �; zt+1; � �), the
tail of z after t 2 N . e = (el; � �; el; � �) 2 l1 is the element of l1 whose coordinates are all
el = (1; ��; 1) 2 Rl. Both of l1 and l1 are Banach spaces, i.e., complete normed spaces, under
the associated norms, respectively.
When B is a Banach space, the norm dual space of B, B�, is de�ned as the set of norm-

continuous linear functional on B, and expressed as p � x for x 2 Band p 2 B�.21 Note that
B� is also a Banach space. Note also that l1 is the norm dual of l1, while the norm dual of
l1 contains l1 as its proper subset and is ba, the space of bounded �nitely additive measures

on natural numbers. For p = (pt)1t=0 2 l1, p � x =
1X
t=0

pt � xt for x = (xt)1t=0 2 l1 and banl1

is pfa, the space of purely �nitely additive measures on natural numbers. Yoshida-Hewitt
theorem says that ba is uniquely decomposed into l1 and pfa. An example of pfa is the
famous Banach limit.22 An important property of an element � of pfa is that � � e 6= 0 holds
but � � e(t) = 0 8t 2 N . In a sense, � has non-zero value only in a far future and sometimes
called a bubble. When the l1�part of non-zero p of ba is zero, p is in pfa and hence it
18Kubota(2018) generalizes the existence theorem of gains from free trade obtained in Grandmond-

McFadden(1972) in a traditional �nite horizon case to the one in an in�nite horizon case. Note that it
is easy to show that the results obtained in this paper also hold in a world economy over a continuous-time
in�nite horizon where p � x =

R
p(t)x(t)dt is used instead of p � x =

P1
t=0 pt � xt.

19When price p is in l1 and a sequence x is unbounded, p � x may not converge and becomes �1.
20sl is usually endowed with the product topology. An open set in this product topology is expressed as

U =
P1

t=1Ut where each Ut is open in R(t) and Ut is equal to R(t) for all but �nite number of t. This
product topology is also metrizable and the convergence of a sequence fzng1n=1 to z in sl is characterized
by znt ! zt as n ! 1 for t = 1; 2; � �. From this fact, this product topology on sl is also called as the
coordinatewise convergence topology. For z 2 s, de�ne z(t) and bz(t) be the head of z up to t; (z1; � �; zt; 0; � �),
and the tail of z after t, (0; � �; zt+1; � �). Then, z(t) ! z(bz(t) ! 0) holds in the coordinatewaise convergence
topology as t ! 1:
21Somethimes it is also expressed as (p; x) or < p; x > for x 2 B and p 2 B�.
22See Dunford-Schwaltz(1958) and Rao-Rao(1983) for these facts. For economics applications, see, for ex-

ample Radner(1967), Bewley(1972), Prescott-Lucas(1972), Majumdar(1974), Giles-Leroy(1992), and Lucas-
Stokey(1989).
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is quite di¢ cult to make commodity-wise price comparison meaningful. In order to make
commodity-wise price comparison meaningful, it is very important to make the l1�part of
an equilibrium price non-zero.23 For this purpose, as shown in Bewley(1972), it is important
to put myopic preferences characterized as discounting the future for consumers and the
exclusion condition to production sets.24

Suppose that (At)1t=0 is a series of (l�l) diagonal matrices with a property sup0�t<1 jjAtjj <
1 where jjAtjj = max jatijjli;j=1 for t = 0; 1; 2; : : :. Suppose that A is an in�nite dimensional

diagonal block matrix express as A =

266666664

A0 � � � � � � � � � � � �
... A1 � � � � � � � � �
...

...
. . . � � � � � �

...
...

... At � � �
...

...
...

...
. . .

377777775
. Then, Ax =

1X
t=0

Atxt

and jAxj < 1 for x 2 l1. Similarly, pA =
1X
t=0

ptAt and jpAj < 1 for p 2 l1. Moreover,

pA � x = p � Ax =
1X
t=0

ptAtxt and jpA � xj <1 for x 2 l1 and for p 2 l1.
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